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Abstract: This research develops Adruino based smart charging 
controlling. The aim is to develop a charging that can be controlled by 
setting the charger in a specific time. Therefore, the problem of 
overcharging will be anticipated. This research using the AA type of 
rechargeable battery, Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH). C++ is being 
used for the Arduino. Arduino was chosen for this research because 
the Arduino boards are able to read inputs – light on a sensor or finger 
on a button – and turn it into output by activating a motor, turning on 
an LED, publishing something online. The result of this research is it 
has succeeded in creating the smart charger that can ensure the safety 
of the battery by controlling the amount of time in the charging 
process. The charging will be stopped if the time has reached the limit 
or if the temperature is high. Indeed, the research will inform the user 
whether the battery has been full charge or not. 
 
Abstrak: Penyelidikan ini membangunkan pengawalan pengecasan 
berasaskan Adruino. Matlamatnya adalah untuk membangunkan 
pengecasan yang boleh dikawal dengan menetapkan pengecas pada 
masa tertentu. Oleh itu, masalah pengecasan berlebihan akan 
dijangkakan. Kajian ini menggunakan jenis bateri yang boleh dicas 
semula AA, Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH). C ++ sedang digunakan 
untuk Arduino. Arduino telah dipilih untuk penyelidikan ini kerana 
papan Arduino dapat membaca input - cahaya pada sensor atau jari 
pada butang - dan mengubahnya menjadi output dengan mengaktifkan 
motor, menghidupkan LED, menerbitkan sesuatu secara dalam talian. 
Hasil penyelidikan ini telah berjaya mencipta pengecas pintar yang 
dapat memastikan keselamatan bateri dengan mengawal jumlah masa 
dalam proses pengecasan. Pengecasan akan dihentikan jika masa telah 
mencapai had atau jika suhu tinggi. Malah, penyelidikan itu akan 
memberitahu pengguna sama ada bateri telah penuh atau tidak. 
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1. Introduction 
The use of smart phone has been increased and it leads to the importance of charging. When charging 
a phone, it takes several hours by pluging. However, most of the people has accidentally overcharged 
their phone at least once in a lifetime. The burden of charging experience on users indeed a major 
problem when using a smart phone or other electronic devices [1]. Thus, the underline of the research 
was based on this observation.  Some research has been done related to Smart Charger, one of them is 
a research named Navjeet Kumar [2] that develop smart charger using ESP8266 for the Internet of 
Things devices platform.   

This research utilizes Arduino based module to develop smart charger. The adruino was 
introduced in 2005 and it was designed to provide a low cost and easy way for professionals, students, 
or hobbyists to create devices that interact with their environment using sensors and acurators [3]. 
Adruino based Smartphone Charging Controller can help people to ease their charging system. For 
example, nowadays people are often lazy to control their charging phone system as the impact that 
people let their phone charging overtime [4]. This habit can decrease the life of the battery or even 
can cause harm for the owner itself because overcharge will cause the risk of explosion of the battery 
phone. By using Arduino based Smartphone Charging Controller, it can save the environment by 
reducing the use of electricity. Moreover, this research will help people to estimate their time to 
charge the phone and it will prevent harm of any accidents that cause from overcharging activity.  

Through this research, it will help people that are too busy to charge their battery or don’t have 
time to control their charging system manually [5]. By develop smart charger, it will ease the user by 
only controlling the charger using the rotary encoder. Also, this research can help to save electricity 
and save money for people that usually overcharge their phone. Arduino based Smartphone Charging 
Controller was created to ease the people in estimating their time of charge and to prevent the 
explosion of battery. Therefore, this research can save the life of battery and even save the electricity 
and money.  

Arduino based Smartphone Charging Controller will enable the user to control the amount of time 
for a smartphone to charge its battery. For example, you have set the charging time for 2 hours 
(maybe based on the previous observation or by mathematical calculations). The power to the charger 
is turned on with the help of a relay and the timer begins. After your phone is being charged for 2 
hours long, the relay will be turned off as well as the power supply of charger will be cut off 
automatically.  

The objective of the research are; it can be help full to control the charging time once the time is 
set up; it is safer for the battery and your smartphone because it prevents your phone from 
overcharged; this research is useful for people who tend to charge the phone during night time or 
those who often forget that they plugged in the phone to the charge; give profit to the user. 

 
2. Methodology 
Prior this research, it has gathered the information through the internet and people about how long 
people charge their phone. By doing so, this research will able to identify the problem that occur 
when people charge their phone. It found that people often overcharge their phone especially during 
the night time as they start to charge their phone before going to bed. One of the most prominent issue 
that I found is when people charge their phone, they often forget to unplug their device when the 
battery has been full. This situation happens in almost every mobile phone (either a fancy smartphone 
or a simple feature phone) [6]. Indeed, it can harm the battery due to overheating and it can definitely 
make the battery life lowered. Through this research, it can control the time of the charging that you 
want and by doing so, it can save your battery life.  

 
3. Specification  
This research focuses on the most common type of AA rechargeable battery, Nickel-Metal Hydride 
(NiMH). The most convenient way to power portable electronics is by using rechargeable battries [7]. 
So, the battery that need to be charge is AA battery and all the components need to be installed in 
order to link it with the Arduino.  

The code for this research is reasonably straight forward. There are variables at the top of the 
code that allow you to customize your charger by inputting the values of the battery capacity rating, 
and the exact resistance of your power resistor. There are also variables for the safety thresholds of 
the charger. The maximum allowable voltage of the battery is set to 1.6 volts. The maximum 
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temperature of the battery is set to 35 degrees Celsius. The maximum charge time is set to 13 hours. If 
any of these safety thresholds is exceeded, the charger is turned off. 

In the body of the code, will observe that system constantly measures the voltages of the terminal 
of the power resistor. This is used to calculate both the terminal voltage of the battery and the current 
flowing into the battery. This current is compared to the target current which is set to C/10. If the 
calculated current is different from the target current by more than 10 mA, the system automatically 
adjusts the output to correct it. 

The Arduino uses the serial monitor tool to display all the current data. If want to use monitor the 
performance of your charger, it can connect the Arduino to the USB port on your computer, but this is 
not necessary as the Arduino is powered by the 5V power supply of the charger.  

 
3.1. Smart Arduino Phone Charger 
The main concept behind the Arduino based Smartphone Charging Controller is very simple. Set the 
time for which you wish to charge your mobile phone. Once the time is reached, turn off the power 
supply to the charger. For example, you have set the charging time as 2 hours (maybe based on the 
previous observation or by mathematical calculations). The power to the charger is turned on with the 
help of a relay and the timer begins. Your mobile phone gets charged for the next two hours and when 
the countdown is reached to the 2-hour mark, the relay is turned off and as a result, the power supply 
to the charger is also cutoff. 

 
3.2. Smart Battery Charger 
The circuit design for this charger is a basic Arduino controlled power supply. The circuit is powered 
by a 5-volt regulated voltage source such as an AC adapter or an ATX computer power supply.  

Most USB ports would not appropriate for this research because of the current limitations. The 
5V source charges the battery through a 10 ohm power resistor and a power MOSFET. The MOSFET 
sets how much current amount of power is allowed to flow into the battery [8]. The resistor is 
included as an easy way for monitoring the charger. 

This is done by connecting each terminal to analog input pins on the Arduino and measuring the 
voltage on each side. The MOSFET is controlled by a PWM output pin on the Arduino. The pulses of 
the pulse width modulation signal are smoothed out into a steady voltage signal by a 1M resistor and a 
1 µF capacitor. This circuit allows the Arduino to monitor and control the current flowing into the 
battery. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.    Smart Battery Charger by Smith [10] 
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Figure 2.    Smart Phone Charger 
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4. System Design 
First and foremost, the Arduino is using C++ programming language that is an open-source 
electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and software. Arduino boards are able to read 
inputs - light on a sensor or a finger on a button - and turn it into an output - activating a motor, 
turning on an LED, publishing something online. Adruino can display voltage and status of the 
battery [9]. So, this research is using arduino to make the research success.  

Furthermore, the research for smart phone charger is in progress and not fully completed so that 
the writer did the smart battery charger for the backup plan because smart battery charger is using the 
same method and have many related to many thing to smart phone charge even can be make the 
research more advanced 

For future research, the research and experiment on making the smart phone charger with learning 
through the smart battery charger is needed and the writer will study more about smart battery charger 
so the research is more advanced and can be upgraded in a more advance form. 
 
5. Testing 
For the research it will be tested the time of the battery to be charged.  Result shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1.    Time of the battery to be charged 
 

Minutes Function 
15 Yes 
25 Yes 
50 Yes 
60 Yes 

 
The temperature and voltage of the battery have been tested, the charging stopped when the 

temperature of the battery is high and the voltage of the battery is correct. 
 
6. Conclusion 
The strength of Smart Charger is can ease all the people and without worrying about their charger 
system. The Smart Charger can estimate the time of the charging easily. It can easily install with all 
the components and can easily ensure the ouput using the arduino serial monitor and just need to 
ensure that the coding in the arduino is right. This research can make people to estimate their charging 
time and can ensure the safety of the battery where the charging will be stopped if the temperature is 
high and in addition, this research can make the people know that the voltage of the battery and know 
whether the battery is full or not.  

The weaknesses of the system are, it needs to use different component when the maximum 
voltage of the battery is high or low because it can cause and harm the battery so it is important to 
make sure and choose the right component when undergo this research. This research needs to know 
the right voltage to charge the battery and it may slow the charging of the battery because the 
components have its own limit. Thus, it can harm to complete this research it uses the power supply 
with high voltage. 

In conclusion, this research gives many positive effects to our environment because of the best of 
technology. Future, this research will be applied in the Smart Phone Charger and it will lead to a more 
discovery of this research.  
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